


Please Note • All attendees are muted
• Today’s session will be recorded

Get to know the Zoom Webinar interface



• We have made every attempt to make today’s presentation secure. If we need 
to end the presentation unexpectedly, we will follow-up using your registration 
information.

• Have a question for the session’s GSVLI faculty? Use the Q & A button

• Have a comment or link for all attendees? Use the chat and write to “all 
attendees”

• At the end of today’s training please complete a brief survey about today’s 
training.

• You will receive an email on how to access a certificate of attendance; must 
attend at least half of today’s event (2hrs).

• This event is closed captioned!

• Follow us on social media:                    @MHTTCNetwork 

Please Note: 
Session recordings and 

slides will be posted on our 
website within 2 weeks.

Housekeeping Items



Disclaimer

This presentation was prepared for the MHTTC Network under a cooperative agreement from the 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA). All material appearing in 
this presentation, except that taken directly from copyrighted sources, is in the public domain and 
may be reproduced or copied without permission from SAMHSA or the authors. Citation of the 
source is appreciated. Do not reproduce or distribute this presentation for a fee without specific, 
written authorization from the MHTTC Network Coordinating Office. This presentation will be 
recorded and posted on our website. 

At the time of this presentation, Dr. Miriam E. Delphin-Rittmon served as Assistant Secretary for 
Mental Health and Substance Use in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) 
and the Administrator of SAMHSA. The opinions expressed herein are the views of the speakers, 
and do not reflect the official position of DHHS or SAMHSA. No official support or endorsement of 
DHHS, SAMHSA, for the opinions described in this presentation is intended or should be inferred. 



Connect with Your MHTTC at www.mhttcnetwork.org 

http://www.mhttcnetwork.org/




A HUGE GSVLI thank you to
Each regional MHTTC for funding speakers and ensuring this learning experience was possible

To all the GSVLI faculty whose wisdom, experience, and guidance contributed to our collective grief 
sensitivity learning

To the MHTTC Grief Coordination Group who planned this GSVLI 
● Leora Wolf-Prusan, Pacific Southwest MHTTC 
● Teresa Brewington, American Indian & Alaska Native MHTTC
● Erin Briley, Mountain Plains MHTTC
● Jennifer Baran-Prall, South Southwest MHTTC 
● Felicia Benson & Jessica Gonzalez, MHTTC Network Coordinating Office
● Erika Franta & Shelbie Johnson, Mid-America MHTTC

To our session hosts, moderators & tech support
● Leora Wolf-Prusan, Pacific Southwest MHTTC
● Christina Clayton, Northwest MHTTC
● Teresa Brewington, American Indian & Alaska Native MHTTC
● Martha Staeheli, New England MHTTC
● Oriana Ides, Pacific Southwest MHTTC
● Jessica Gonzalez, the Network Coordinating Office
● Erin Briley, Mountain Plains MHTTC
● Jennifer Baran-Prall, South Southwest MHTTC
● Felicia Benson, Network Coordinating Office
● Heather Gotham, Network Coordinating Office





We pay respects to those who have come before us and have created, contributed, and 
advocated for grief justice. 
Like Dr. Maria Yellow Horse Brave Heart teaches us: 

   “We define [historical trauma] as cumulative emotional and psychological wounding 
across generations, including one’s own lifespan, because everything up to a minute ago is 

history. It is all historical.  

What’s happened in your own personal history, as well as what’s happened in the 
generational line of your parents, grandparents, and in your community—great 

grandparents, great great grandparents––is all meaningful. 

The historical unresolved grief goes along with that trauma” (1998, 1999, 2000). 

We gather here at GSVLI to engage in our own grief sensitivity, 
which is personal, professional, individual, and collective work.



GSVLI Day 1- What might today feel like? 
Opening & Welcome MHTTC Staff 9:00 am- 9:20 am PT // 10:00 am -10:20 am MT // 

11:00 am- 11:20 am CT // 12 pm- 12:20 pm ET

Keynote Megan Devine 9:20 am - 9:40 am PT // 10:20 am -10:40 pm MT // 

11:20 am - 11:40 am CT // 12:20 pm -12:40 pm ET

Session 1: Evidence Based 
Practices & Community 
Defined Evidence

Julie Kaplow, Robyn Douglas, & 
Sherman Lee

9:45 am - 11:00 am PT // 10:45 am -12 pm MT // 

11:45 am - 1:00 pm CT //12:45 pm -2pm ET

Session 2: New Directions Erin Emery-Tiburcio, Erica 
Srinivasan, Noni Gaylord-Harden, & 
Lise Van Susteren

11:10 am- 12:25 pm PT // 12:10 pm - 1:25 pm MT 

// 1:10 pm -2:25 pm CT // 2:10 pm - 3:25 pm ET

Session 3: Lived Experience, 
Culture & Grief

Monique Minahan, Roshni Kavate, & 
Monique Castro

12:35 pm- 1:55 pm PT // 1:35 pm - 2:55 pm MT // 

2:35 pm - 3:55 pm CT // 3:35 pm - 4:55 pm ET

Closing Megan Devine 1:55 pm - 2:15 pm PT // 2:55 pm - 3: 15 pm MT // 

3:55 pm - 4:15 pm CT // 4:55 pm - 5:15 pm ET

Optional practice: Somatic 
integration & regulation

Monique Minahan 2:20 pm - 2:45 pm PT // 3:20 pm - 3:45  MT // 4:20 

pm - 4:45  CT // 5:20 pm - 5:45 pm ET



Want to learn more? 
Fact Sheets
• We have a series of fact sheets focused on addressing various grief-related topics 

○ Defining Grief
○ Responses to Grief Across the Lifespan
○ Preventive Strategies and Protective Factors
○ Cultural Responsiveness
○ Evidence-Based Treatments for Grief

Resources
• Responding to COVID-19: Grief, Loss, and Bereavement - visit our webpage for events and 

resources: 
https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-mhttc/responding-covid-19-grief-loss-and-bereave
ment

• GSVLI 2022 Faculty Curriculum Vitae

https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-mhttc/product/grief-fact-sheet-1-introduction-fact-sheet-series-and-defining-grief
https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-mhttc/product/grief-fact-sheet-2-responses-grief-across-lifespan
https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-mhttc/product/grief-fact-sheet-3-preventive-strategies-and-protective-factors
https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-mhttc/product/grief-fact-sheet-4-cultural-responsiveness
https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-mhttc/product/grief-fact-sheet-5-evidence-based-treatments-grief
https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-mhttc/responding-covid-19-grief-loss-and-bereavement
https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-mhttc/responding-covid-19-grief-loss-and-bereavement


• Be sensitive to your own grief and reactions throughout the Learning Institute. Take breaks, stretch, 
drink lots of water...

• Helplines and Support
○ National Suicide Hotline - 1-800-273-8255
○ NAMI - 1-800-950-NAMI (6264) or info@nami.org
○ Mental Health America- 1-800-273-TALK (8255), text MHA to 741741
○ SAMHSA’s National Helpline - referral and information - 1-800-662-HELP (4357)
○ SAMHSA’s Disaster Distress Helpline - 1-800-985-5990 or text TalkWithUs to 66746

Resourcing yourself

mailto:info@nami.org


Keynote Speaker
Megan Devine, LPC

Refuge in Grief

Megan Devine is a best-selling author, psychotherapist, and grief advocate. With 
over 20 years in the field - and deep personal experience of grief - she is the go-to 
authority for grievers, supporters, and industry professionals. Her pioneering work 
provides a professional, inclusive, and realistic approach to grief, one that goes 
beyond pathology-based, reductive models. New York Magazine’s The Strategist 
named the book in their “Top 16 Grief Books Recommended by Psychologists in 
2021.” With engagement in the millions, Megan’s original grassroots movement, 
REFUGE IN GRIEF, houses a committed and rapidly growing community of grievers 
drawn to her direct and validating approach. Her animated short, “How to Help a 
Grieving Friend,” has been viewed over 70 million times and is used in training 
programs around the world. She has been published in Psychology Today, The New 
York Times, and The Washington Post, and has served as a grief expert for major 
media outlets including NPR, iHeartRadio, and the PBS documentary, Speaking 
Grief. In 2021, Megan launched her highly-anticipated, weekly podcast HERE 
AFTER (from iHeartMedia). The show aims to change how we talk about mental 
health by radically changing how we talk about grief.

9:20 am PT - 9:40 am PT / 10:20 am -10:40 pm MT / 11:20 am - 11:40 am CT / 12:20 pm -12:40 pm ET



This is a
cruel thing 
to say to 
someone 
suffering. 



Many people, even professional 
psychologists, believe there is a right 
way and a wrong way to grieve, that 
there is an orderly and predictable 
pattern that everyone will go 
through, and if you don’t progress 
correctly, you are failing at grief. 
You must move through these stages 
completely, or you will never heal.STAGES



If these things are still happening after 6 months, the 
medical model says there’s something wrong with you: 

* Intense longing and yearning for your person
* Repeated thoughts or images of your loved one
* Sense of disbelief that it happened
* Imagining that your loved one is alive
* Searching for your dead love person in familiar places
* Avoiding things that remind you of your loved one
* Anger or bitterness over your loss
* Feeling that life is empty or meaningless



According to some clinical diagnostic criteria, I am 
suffering from moderate depression & my anxiety 
levels are high. My therapist suggests antidepressants 
and some online cognitive behavioral therapy. 

I leave feeling worse than when I went in. I’m not just 
grieving anymore. I’m now mentally ill. Someone in 
some central office has created a test that tells me so. It 
must be true: I am failing grief. I try not to let it get to 
me, but I wonder again if I should be over this by now. 
I have passed the six-month milestone after all. 

~ Beverly W, on the death of her partner 



My son’s classmates are all 
graduating this weekend.

 I can’t bear to see it. He should be 
there with them. Instead, I’m bringing 

flowers and a graduation cap to his 
gravesite. Two years on now, and 

he’s missing in every new milestone 
his friends meet. He’s missing from 

everywhere. 

This mama isn’t 
sick. 
She’s sad. 

There’s a 
difference. 



Illustration by Dawn 
Ford



Epidemics
Of
Unspoken
Grief



The real cutting 
edge of growth 
and development
 – personally and 
professionally – 
is in hurting with 
each other. 

Not in trying 
to take that 
hurt away. 

#itsokthatyourenoto
k



 Sadness is treated with human connection. 

   ~ Dr. Pauline Boss, author of Ambiguous Loss



If we want to get better at this,
 if we want to care for each other better,

 we have to re-humanize grief. 
We have to understand it as a natural, 

normal process, not to be shunned,
 rushed, diagnosed, or maligned. 

It’s way more important 
to normalize grief

 than it is to pathologize it.

@refugeingrief



Questions to carry with you: 

What do I believe about grief? 



Questions to carry with you: 

What do I believe about grief? 

Can I expand my ideas on grief? 



Coming up next…

Session 1: Evidence Based Practices 
& Community Defined Evidence

Julie Kaplow, Robyn Douglas, & 
Sherman Lee

9:45 am - 11:00 am PT // 10:45 am -12 pm MT // 

11:45 am - 1:00 pm CT //12:45 pm -2pm ET

Session 2: New Directions Erin Emery-Tiburcio, Erica Srinivasan, 
Noni Gaylord-Harden, & Lise Van 
Susteren

11:10 am- 12:25 pm PT // 12:10 pm - 1:25 pm MT // 

1:10 pm -2:25 pm CT // 2:10 pm - 3:25 pm ET

Session 3: Lived Experience, Culture 
& Grief

Monique Minahan, Roshni Kavate, & 
Monique Castro

12:35 pm- 1:55 pm PT // 1:35 pm - 2:55 pm MT // 2:35 

pm - 3:55 pm CT // 3:35 pm - 4:55 pm ET

Closing Megan Devine 1:55 pm - 2:15 pm PT // 2:55 pm - 3: 15 pm MT // 3:55 

pm - 4:15 pm CT // 4:55 pm - 5:15 pm ET

Optional practice: Somatic integration 
& regulation

Monique Minahan 2:20 pm - 2:45 pm PT // 3:20 pm - 3:45  MT // 4:20 pm 

- 4:45  CT // 5:20 pm - 5:45 pm ET





• We have made every attempt to make today’s presentation secure. If we need 
to end the presentation unexpectedly, we will follow-up using your registration 
information.

• Have a question for the session’s GSVLI faculty? Use the Q & A button

• Have a comment or link for all attendees? Use the chat and write to “all 
attendees”

• At the end of today’s training please complete a brief survey about today’s 
training.

• You will receive an email on how to access a certificate of attendance; must 
attend at least half of today’s event (2hrs).

• This event is closed captioned!

• Follow us on social media:                    @MHTTCNetwork 

Please Note: 
Session recordings and 

slides will be posted on our 
website within 2 weeks.

Housekeeping Items



29© 2022 Julie B. Kaplow, PhD



Multidimensional Grief Theory
Layne, Kaplow, & Pynoos (2011) & Kaplow, Layne, Saltzman, Cozza, & Pynoos (2013) 

Separation Distress

Existential / Identity 
Distress

Circumstance-Related 
Distress

Helpful                                     Unhelpful

© 2022 Julie B. Kaplow, PhD



Continuing Bonds Legacy-Building Meaning-Making

© 2022 Julie B. Kaplow, PhD



Trauma and Grief Component Therapy
© 2017 Saltzman, Layne, Pynoos, Olafson, Kaplow, & Boat. Trauma and Grief Component 

Therapy. 

Module I
• Group Cohesion
• Psycho-education
• Basic Coping 

Skills 

Module II
• Trauma 

Processing

Module III
• Grief 

Processing

Module IV
• Resuming 

Developmental 
Progression

• Moving 
Forward

© 2022 Julie B. Kaplow, 
PhD



To learn about upcoming TAG Center 
trainings:

For more information:

jkaplow@mmhpi.org

www.tagcenter.org

mailto:jkaplow@mmhpi.org
http://www.tagcenter.org/


Evidence-Based 
Cultural 
Considerations for 
Grief and Loss

Robyn Douglas, MA
Texas A &M University
Department of Psychological 
and Brain Sciences



Culture and Class 
Disparities in Early 

Bereavement and Grief 
Experiences

• Systemic Oppression and Grief 
Symptoms  (Douglas et al. 2021)

• Black Youth/Families
• Latinx Youth/Families
• Youth/Families in 

Disadvantaged 
Neighborhoods

• Demands for culturally and 
class-conscious grief resources

• Community-accepted first 
responders 

• Community-based 
organizations

• Assessments for 
community-specific stressors 

35



Considerations for Media 
Induced Secondary 
Traumatic Stress and 
Grief: (Comstock & Plantania, 
2017)

• Circumstances of Death 

• Identity/Cultural Factors

• Community Resources

•Social Media as outlet for 
mourning

• Meaning making, written 
condolences, memory sharing



Cultural 
Responsiveness to  

Death and Dying 
Practices



Thank You Contact Me for References 
Email: Douglard@tamu.edu
Website: Robynddouglas.com

mailto:Douglard@tamu.edu


Sherman A. Lee, PhD.
Christopher Newport University

Scale
Development

• Development Research
• Publication
• Dissemination

Validation  
Research

• Replication
• Reliability and Validity
• Cross-Cultural Validation

Scale
Applications

• Clinical Use
• General Research
• Training



Pandemic Grief 
Scale PGS

Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you experienced the

following thoughts, feelings, or behaviors related to your loss?

Not at

all

Several

days

More than

half the
days

Nearly

everyday

1. I wished to die in order to be with the deceased. 0 1 2 3

2. I experienced confusion over my role in life or felt like my

identity was diminished because of the loss.

0 1 2 3

3. Nothing seemed to matter much to me because of this loss. 0 1 2 3

4. I found it difficult to have positive memories about the

deceased.

0 1 2 3

5. I believed that without the deceased, life was either

meaningless, empty, or could not go on.

0 1 2 3

Cut-Score of ≥ 7
Lee, S. A., & Neimeyer, R. A. (2020). Pandemic Grief Scale: A screening tool for dysfunctional grief due to a COVID-19 loss. Death Studies.
https://doi.org/10.1080/07481187.2020.1853885



Resources
The Coronavirus Anxiety Project

https://sites.google.com/cnu.edu/coronavirusanxietyproject/home

The Pandemic Grief Project

https://sites.google.com/cnu.edu/the-pandemic-grief-project

National COVID-19 by the Humanitarian Disaster Institute

https://nationalcovid19day.com/partners/

Portland Institute for Loss and Transition

https://www.portlandinstitute.org/

Sherman A. Lee, PhD.
Associate Professor of Psychology, Christopher Newport University  

Director of the Coronavirus Anxiety Project and the Pandemic Grief 

Project  sherman.lee@cnu.edu

mailto:sherman.lee@cnu.edu


Coming up next…

Session 2: New Directions Erin Emery-Tiburcio, Erica Srinivasan, 
Noni Gaylord-Harden, & Lise Van 
Susteren

11:10 am- 12:25 pm PT // 12:10 pm - 1:25 pm MT // 

1:10 pm -2:25 pm CT // 2:10 pm - 3:25 pm ET

Session 3: Lived Experience, Culture 
& Grief

Monique Minahan, Roshni Kavate, & 
Monique Castro

12:35 pm- 1:55 pm PT // 1:35 pm - 2:55 pm MT // 2:35 

pm - 3:55 pm CT // 3:35 pm - 4:55 pm ET

Closing Megan Devine 1:55 pm - 2:15 pm PT // 2:55 pm - 3: 15 pm MT // 3:55 

pm - 4:15 pm CT // 4:55 pm - 5:15 pm ET

Optional practice: Somatic integration 
& regulation

Monique Minahan 2:20 pm - 2:45 pm PT // 3:20 pm - 3:45  MT // 4:20 pm 

- 4:45  CT // 5:20 pm - 5:45 pm ET





• We have made every attempt to make today’s presentation secure. If we need 
to end the presentation unexpectedly, we will follow-up using your registration 
information.

• Have a question for the session’s GSVLI faculty? Use the Q & A button

• Have a comment or link for all attendees? Use the chat and write to “all 
attendees”

• At the end of today’s training please complete a brief survey about today’s 
training.

• You will receive an email on how to access a certificate of attendance; must 
attend at least half of today’s event (2hrs).

• This event is closed captioned!

• Follow us on social media:                    @MHTTCNetwork 

Please Note: 
Session recordings and 

slides will be posted on our 
website within 2 weeks.

Housekeeping Items



What 
brings me 

to 
grief work



Who am I

How did I get involved in this work.

What gets me moving in the morning (and keeps me up at 
night)

What advice do I have to give…(at the end)

What am I doing currently



Revise the DSM

Return to a revised Axis formulation which 
includes social determinants of mental health

Axis C  (formerly Axis III) which identifies the critical reality - that humans are exposed to multiple external 
forces and challenges that affect our psychological well being.  Bringing back the psychosocial aspects of 
our lives - including the social determinants of mental health - helps policy makers and everyone else realize 
that the health of humanity must be a holistic consideration. You can’t have healthy people on an unhealthy 
planet (Gary Cohen) And you can’t have empathy in policy makers and leaders if what it is like to walk in 
someone else shoes is not considered. 

Chief among the social determinants of mental health to be included and expanded are related to 
1. Climate 
2. Gender Issues
3. Systemic Racism



Calling for a subspecialty in climate and mental health for all disciplines: 
Psychiatrists, Psychologists, Social Workers 

Infused with the special features of each of our disciplines, 
It will call upon us to be trained in 

 - climate science 101
- energy policy 101
- community organizing (all sector participation) 
- cross cultural expertise and sensitivity
- mitigation/adaptation 
- resilience building - individual and community
- conflict resolution skills 
- advocacy and speaking skills
- early intervention (not just prevention)
- movement building 



The Climate Crisis is a Child’s Rights crisis
The next decade must be the era to address 

climate distress in young people

A national survey measuring the climate distress of 10,000 young 
people will begin this Spring. Our children are suffering; they need to 
be heard by policy makers, their parents, their teachers, the health 
care community. Their fears, anger and despair must be turned into 
actions that restore their safety and heal the planet. 
Young people are taking their rights to life and a healthy planet to 
court: Ask me about:
- Juliana vs the US Government
- Held vs the State of Montana



Intersections 
of Grief and 
Trauma
GSVLI 2022

NONI GAYLORD-HARDEN

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY



Positionality: Who am I?

▪  Child clinical psychologist 

▪  Professor and researcher of clinical psychology 

▪ Black woman, mother, wife, daughter, sister, psychologist, researcher,     
instructor, mentor, mentee, lifelong learner, runner, friend

▪  Lived experiences different from my research program



What brings me to my grief 
work?
▪Community violence exposure among Black adolescents in 

disinvested, urban communities

• Gang or drug 
activity

• Hearing 
gunshots

Social 
Disorder

--Saw someone
• with a weapon
• being 
threatened or 
chased

•  physically 
attacked

• shot or 
stabbed

Witnessing
Violence

• Threatened or 
chased

• Robbed
• Physically 
attacked

• Shot or 
stabbed

Violent 
Victimizati

on



The Toll 
of 
Violence

Homicide is leading cause of death for 
Black boys and men from ages 15 to 30. 

More Black men aged 15 to 24 die of 
homicide than the next 19 causes of 
death combined.

Homicide is the leading cause of YPLL 
for Black boys and men.  

Black youth die from homicide at a rate 
of 8 times greater their white 
counterparts. 



What brings me to my grief 
work?

▪  Prevalence of traumatic loss among youth
▪ Homicide loss peaks ages 15-17

▪  Lack of awareness of traumatic loss among youth

▪ Impact of traumatic loss on well-being



How does the 2022 GSVLI theme 
resonate with me?

Hope Apprehensi
on



Coming up next…

Session 3: Lived Experience, Culture 
& Grief

Monique Minahan, Roshni Kavate, & 
Monique Castro

12:35 pm- 1:55 pm PT // 1:35 pm - 2:55 pm MT // 2:35 

pm - 3:55 pm CT // 3:35 pm - 4:55 pm ET

Closing Megan Devine 1:55 pm - 2:15 pm PT // 2:55 pm - 3: 15 pm MT // 3:55 

pm - 4:15 pm CT // 4:55 pm - 5:15 pm ET

Optional practice: Somatic integration 
& regulation

Monique Minahan 2:20 pm - 2:45 pm PT // 3:20 pm - 3:45  MT // 4:20 pm 

- 4:45  CT // 5:20 pm - 5:45 pm ET





When we can’t feel better

we can feel accompanied

we can feel understood

we can feel connected

we can feel heard

we can feel held

we can feel. T h e g r i e f p r a c t i c e . c o m



We cannot grieve

when our bodies are in shock.

T h e g r i e f p r a c t i c e . c o m



Our sense of well-being

is not dependent on things being well.

T h e g r i e f p r a c t i c e . c o m



• We have made every attempt to make today’s presentation secure. If we need 
to end the presentation unexpectedly, we will follow-up using your registration 
information.

• Have a question for the session’s GSVLI faculty? Use the Q & A button

• Have a comment or link for all attendees? Use the chat and write to “all 
attendees”

• At the end of today’s training please complete a brief survey about today’s 
training.

• You will receive an email on how to access a certificate of attendance; must 
attend at least half of today’s event (2hrs).

• This event is closed captioned!

• Follow us on social media:                    @MHTTCNetwork 

Please Note: 
Session recordings and 

slides will be posted on our 
website within 2 weeks.

Housekeeping Items



Closing Speaker
Megan Devine, LPC

Refuge in Grief
1:55 pm PT - 2:15 am PT / 2:55 pm -3:15 pm MT / 3:55 pm - 4:15 pm CT / 4:55 pm -5:15 pm ET

Megan Devine is a best-selling author, psychotherapist, and grief advocate. With 
over 20 years in the field - and deep personal experience of grief - she is the go-to 
authority for grievers, supporters, and industry professionals. Her pioneering work 
provides a professional, inclusive, and realistic approach to grief, one that goes 
beyond pathology-based, reductive models. New York Magazine’s The Strategist 
named the book in their “Top 16 Grief Books Recommended by Psychologists in 
2021.” With engagement in the millions, Megan’s original grassroots movement, 
REFUGE IN GRIEF, houses a committed and rapidly growing community of grievers 
drawn to her direct and validating approach. Her animated short, “How to Help a 
Grieving Friend,” has been viewed over 70 million times and is used in training 
programs around the world. She has been published in Psychology Today, The New 
York Times, and The Washington Post, and has served as a grief expert for major 
media outlets including NPR, iHeartRadio, and the PBS documentary, Speaking 
Grief. In 2021, Megan launched her highly-anticipated, weekly podcast HERE 
AFTER (from iHeartMedia). The show aims to change how we talk about mental 
health by radically changing how we talk about grief. 



/megandevine

Emotionally intelligent grief support

@refugeingrief

megandevine.co





The MHTTC Network is funded through SAMHSA 
to provide this training. As part of receiving this 
funding we are required to submit data related to 
the quality of this event.
Please take a moment to complete a brief survey 
about today’s training.

● 2 parts to the survey, please complete both

Day 1 Survey: 
ttcgpra.org/GPRAOnline/PCS?e=0088220155&n=M

Next Steps

Coming up next…
Optional practice: Somatic integration 
& regulation

Monique Minahan 2:20 pm - 2:45 pm PT // 3:20 pm - 3:45  MT // 4:20 

pm - 4:45  CT // 5:20 pm - 5:45 pm ET

http://ttc-gpra.org/GPRAOnline/PCS?e=0088220155&n=M


A HUGE GSVLI thank you to
Each regional MHTTC for funding speakers and ensuring this learning experience was possible

To all the GSVLI faculty whose wisdom, experience, and guidance contributed to our collective grief 
sensitivity learning

To the MHTTC Grief Coordination Group who planned this GSVLI 
● Leora Wolf-Prusan, Pacific Southwest MHTTC 
● Teresa Brewington, American Indian & Alaska Native MHTTC
● Erin Briley, Mountain Plains MHTTC
● Jennifer Baran-Prall, South Southwest MHTTC 
● Felicia Benson & Jessica Gonzalez, MHTTC Network Coordinating Office
● Erika Franta & Shelbie Johnson, Mid-America MHTTC

To our session hosts, moderators & tech support
● Leora Wolf-Prusan, Pacific Southwest MHTTC
● Christina Clayton, Northwest MHTTC
● Teresa Brewington, American Indian & Alaska Native MHTTC
● Martha Staeheli, New England MHTTC
● Oriana Ides, Pacific Southwest MHTTC
● Jessica Gonzalez, the Network Coordinating Office
● Erin Briley, Mountain Plains MHTTC
● Jennifer Baran-Prall, South Southwest MHTTC
● Felicia Benson, Network Coordinating Office
● Heather Gotham, Network Coordinating Office



Optional extension practice: 

Moving with and through our GSVLI experience 

Somatic integration work with Monique Minahan 

of The Grief Practice

2:20 pm - 2:45 pm PT // 3:20 pm - 3:45  MT // 4:20 pm - 4:45  CT // 5:20 pm - 5:45 pm ET



The MHTTC Network is funded 
through SAMHSA to provide this 
training. As part of receiving this 
funding we are required to submit 
data related to the quality of this 
event.
Please take a moment to complete 
a brief survey about today’s 
training.

● 2 parts to the survey, please complete both

Day 1 Survey: 
ttcgpra.org/GPRAOnline/PCS?e=008
8220155&n=M

http://ttc-gpra.org/GPRAOnline/PCS?e=0088220155&n=M
http://ttc-gpra.org/GPRAOnline/PCS?e=0088220155&n=M

